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Corrádi and Hajnal proved in 1963 the conjecture by Erdős that if $n \geq 3k$, then every $n$-vertex graph $G$ with minimum degree at least $2k$ contains $k$ vertex-disjoint cycles. The restriction on the minimum degree is sharp.

We prove a Brooks-type result describing for $k \geq 3$ the extremal graphs for the theorem. Namely, we show that if $k \geq 3$ and $G$ is a graph with $n \geq 3k$ vertices and minimum degree at least $2k - 1$ that has no $k$ vertex-disjoint cycles, then either $G$ has an independent set of size $n - 2k + 1$ or $n = 3k$ and the complement of $G$ is the disjoint union of a copy of $K_k$ and a copy of $K_{k,k}$.

We also consider extremal graphs for the Ore-type version of the Corrádi-Hajnal Theorem. (Received September 19, 2012)